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Abstract. This paper gives an overview of the design and development of an

experimental restricted domain corpus-based unit selection text-to-speech (TTS)

system for Hungarian. The experimental system generates weather forecasts in

Hungarian. 5260 sentences were recorded creating a speech corpus containing 11

hours of continuous speech. A Hungarian speech recognizer was applied to label

speech sound boundaries. Word boundaries were also marked automatically. The unit

selection follows a top-down hierarchical scheme using words and speech sounds as

units. A simple prosody model is used, based on the relative position of words within a

prosodic phrase. The quality of the system was compared to two earlier Hungarian TTS

systems. A subjective listening test was performed by 221 listeners. The experimental

system scored 3.92 on a five-point mean opinion score (MOS) scale. The earlier

unit concatenation TTS system scored 2.63, the formant synthesizer scored 1.24, and

natural speech scored 4.86.

1 Introduction

Corpus-based unit selection TTS synthesis creates the output speech by selecting and

concatenating units (e.g. speech sounds or words) from a large (several hours long) speech

database [1]. Compared to TTS systems using diphone and triphone concatenation, the

number of real concatenation points becomes much smaller. Moreover, the database of

traditional diphone and triphone concatenation TTS systems is recorded with monotonous

prosody whereas the units from a large speech corpus retain their natural and varied prosody.

Thus, it becomes possible to concatenate larger chunks of natural speech, providing superior

quality over diphone and triphone concatenation.

Corpus-based unit selection TTS systems have already been developed for several

major languages. The state-of-the-art Hungarian TTS systems use diphone and triphone

concatenation, see for example [2]. These systems allow unrestricted domain speech

synthesis, but the speech quality is limited by the non-unit-selection based waveform

concatenation technology. In this paper, we describe our ongoing work in developing a

corpus-based unit selection TTS for Hungarian. Our first goal was to develop a restricted

domain TTS capable of reading weather forecasts. Based on the experience gained, we plan

to extend the system to read unrestricted texts.

Section 2 describes the text collection and the design of the text corpus. Section 3 details

the recording and labeling of the speech database. Section 4 describes the mechanism of the

unit selection. Finally, Section 5 describes the result of a subjective evaluation test comparing

the quality of the system to that of earlier Hungarian TTS systems.
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2 Text Collection and Corpus Design

We collected texts of daily weather forecasts in Hungarian from 20 different web sites for over

a year. After spell checking and resolving abbreviations, the resulting text database contained

approximately 56, 000 sentences composed of about 493, 000 words (5, 200 distinct word

forms) and 43, 000 numbers. Almost all of the sentences were statements; there were only a

few questions and exclamations. On the average, there were 10 words in a sentence (including

numbers). The average word length was slightly over 6 letters because of the frequent

presence of longer than average weather related words. Statistical analysis has shown that

as little as the 500 most frequent words ensured 92% coverage of the complete database,

while the 2, 300 most frequent words gave 99% coverage. The next paragraph describes a

more detailed analysis that takes the position of the words within a prosodic phrase into

consideration. We have obtained similar results on data collected over only a half year period,

thus we assume that these results are mainly due to the restricted weather forecast domain.

As Hungarian is an agglutinative language, a corpus from an unrestricted domain requires

approximately 70, 000 word forms to reach 90% coverage [3]. The favorable word coverage

of the restricted domain allowed us to choose words as the basic units of the speech database.

The next step was to select a part of the speech corpus for recording. We used an iterative

greedy algorithm to select the sentences to be read. In each iteration, the algorithm added

the sentence that increased word coverage the most. A complete coverage was achieved with

2, 100 sentences. We extended the algorithm to include some prosodic information derived

from position data. Sentences were broken into prosodic phrases, using punctuation marks

within a sentence as prosodic phrase boundaries. We assigned two positional attributes to

each word: the position of the word within its prosodic phrase, and the position of the

prosodic phrase (containing the word) within the sentence. Both positional attributes may

have three values: first, middle, or last. Our underlying motivation was that words at the

beginning and at the end of a prosodic phrase tend to have a different intonation and rhythm

than words in the middle of the prosodic phrase. Similarly, the first and the last prosodic

phrases in a sentence tend to have a different intonation than the prosodic phrases in the

middle of a sentence. We obtained 5, 200 sentences containing 82, 000 words by running the

extended algorithm. The sentences contain 15, 500 words with distinct positional attributes

and content.

A speech synthesizer using words as units can only synthesize sentences whose words

are included in the speech database. In a real application it may occur that words to be

synthesized are not included in the database. In order to synthesize these missing words, we

have chosen speech sounds to be the universal smallest units of the speech database. As we

use speech sounds only as an occasional escape mechanism to synthesize words not included

in the speech database, we did not optimize the database for triphone coverage.

3 Speech Database Recording and Labeling

The selected sentences were read by a professional voice actress in a sound studio. We have

also recorded 60 short sentences covering all the possible temperature values. The speech

material was recorded at 44, 1k H z using 16 bits per sample. The recording sessions spanned

over four weeks with 2 − 3 days of recording per week and 4 − 5 hours of recording per
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day. The recorded speech material was separated into sentences. The 5260 sentences resulted

in a database containing 11 hours of continuous speech. We have extracted the fundamental

frequency of the waveforms by using the autocorrelation based pitch detection implemented

in the Praat software [4]. Pitch marks were placed on negative zero crossings to mark the start

of pitch periods in case of voiced speech and at every 5ms in case of unvoiced speech. When

concatenating two speech segments, the concatenation points are restricted to be on pitch

marks, assuring the phase continuity of the waveform. The fundamental frequency itself is

not stored but recalculated from the pitch periods when needed.

The word and speech sound unit boundaries are marked automatically. To mark the

sound boundaries in the speech waveform, a Hungarian speech recognizer was used in

forced alignment mode [5]. We performed a manual text normalization by expanding

numbers, signs, and abbreviations in the textual form of the sentences before and during

the recording. The speech recognizer performs an automatic phonetic transcription. The

phonetic transcription inserts optional silence markers between words, and takes into account

the possible co-articulatory effects on word boundaries. Thus, it provides a graph of

alternative pronunciations as input to the speech recognizer. The speech recognizer selects the

alternative that best matches the recorded speech, and also returns the corresponding phonetic

transcription. The hidden Markov model based speech recognizer was trained with a context

dependent triphone model on a Hungarian telephone speech database [6]. The preprocessing

carries out a Mel cepstral (MFCC) analysis using a fixed frame size of 20ms and a frame

shift of 10ms. The detected sound boundaries are aligned to the closest pitch mark.

We performed a statistical analysis on sound durations using the detected sound bound-

aries and manually checked sounds with extreme durations. We identified and corrected sev-

eral sentences where the waveform and the textual content of the sentence did not match,

due to mistakes in the manual processing of the database. Apart from that, we have observed

some problems concerning the incorrect detection of sound boundaries for unvoiced frica-

tives and affricates. The problem is likely caused by the use of telephone speech to train the

recognizer, because telephone speech does not represent frequencies above 3400H z where

unvoiced fricatives and affricates have considerable energy. We plan to correct the problem

by retraining the recognizer on the recorded 11 hour long speech corpus.

The word boundaries were marked automatically on the phonetic transcription returned by

the recognizer. Separate markers were used for identifying the beginning and the end of each

word. Each marker was assigned to a previously detected sound boundary. In some cases,

the last sound of a word is the same as the first sound of the following word. If there is a

co-articulation effect across word boundaries, only one sound will be pronounced instead of

two. In this case, we place the word boundary end/start markers after/before the fusioned

sound so as to include the sound in both words. When selecting the waveform corresponding

to words starting/ending with such speech sounds, only 70% of the fusioned sound is kept,

and their first/last 30% is dropped.

4 Unit Selection

The unit selection algorithm divides the input into sentences and processes every sentence

separately. The algorithm follows a two-phase hierarchical scheme [7] using words and

speech sounds as units. In the first phase of the algorithm, only words are selected. If a
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word is missing from the speech database, the algorithm composes it from speech sounds in

the second phase. The advantage of the hierarchical scheme is that it makes the searching

process faster. We plan to add an intermediate, syllable level to the system, which may work

well in case of unrestricted domain synthesis.

The unit selection algorithm identifies the words based on their textual content. A phonetic

transcription is also generated and used for identifying the left and right phonetic context of

the words. The speech sounds are identified by the phonemes in the phonetic transcription.

A list of candidate units with the same textual (or phonetic) content is created for every word

(or speech sound) in the sentence (or word) to be synthesized.

The unit selection algorithm uses two cost functions. The target cost captures how well a

unit in the speech corpus matches a word (or speech sound) in the input. The concatenation

cost captures how natural (or smooth) the transition is between two concatenated units

sounds. The number of candidates for a given unit is limited to reduce the search time. If

there are more candidates than the limit, only the ones with the lowest target cost are kept.

The Viterbi algorithm is used to select the optimum path among the candidates giving the

smallest aggregated target and concatenation cost.

In our implementation, the target cost is composed of the following subcosts:

1. The degree of match between the left and right phonetic contexts of the input unit and

the candidate. This part of the target cost is zero, if the phonetic contexts are fully

matched. We have defined seven phoneme classes for consonants, based on their place of

articulation (bilabial, labiodental, dental, alveolar, velar, glottal, nasal) [8]. Consonants

within the same class tend to have similar co-articulation effects on neighboring sounds.

The target cost is smaller for phonemes in the same class, and becomes bigger if the

preceding or following phonemes are from different classes. The target costs between

the different phoneme classes are defined in a cost matrix. The weights in the matrix

were set in an ad-hoc way. Further optimization may improve the quality of the system.

2. The degree of match between the position of the input word and the position of the

candidate within their respective prosodic phrases. The positions can take three values:

first, middle, or last. This subcost is only defined for words.

3. The degree of match between the relative positions of the prosodic phrases (containing

the input word or the candidate) within their corresponding sentences. This subcost is

only defined for words.

The concatenation cost is calculated as follows:

1. Units that were consecutive in the speech database have a concatenation cost of 0,

because we cannot have a better concatenation than in natural speech. This motivates

the algorithm to choose continuous speech segments from the database.

2. Candidates from the same database sentence have lower concatenation cost than

candidates from different sentences. This gives a preference to concatenate units with

similar voice quality.

3. Continuity of fundamental frequency (F0), calculated as the weighted difference be-

tween the ending F0 of the first and the starting F0 of the second unit.

The various weights of the two cost functions were tuned manually during informal

listenings, on test sentences not included in the corpus.
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Table 1. Mean opinion scores per sentence. The confidence (α = 0.05) took values between 0.04 and

0.09.

sentence number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 variance

natural 4.83 4.83 4.91 4.88 4.79 4.90 4.86 4.92 4.84 4.84 0.04

corpus-based 4.75 4.28 4.16 3.56 3.59 3.85 4.29 3.63 3.75 3.30 0.44

diphone-triphone 2.52 2.88 2.79 2.56 2.66 2.60 2.44 2.76 2.65 2.46 0.15

formant synthesis 1.25 1.20 1.33 1.26 1.25 1.20 1.26 1.21 1.21 1.20 0.04

5 Subjective Evaluation

We have carried out a subjective listening test to compare the quality of our corpus-based

unit selection TTS system to that of a state-of-the-art Hungarian concatenative TTS system

[2]. We have also included a Hungarian formant synthesizer [9] in the test to measure the

evolution of quality across different TTS generations.

We decided to limit the length of the test to 10 minutes to make sure that the listeners

do not lose their interest in the test. Listeners were asked to evaluate the voice quality of

the synthetic speech after every sentence heard. Intelligibility was not evaluated, because we

do not expect it to be a real problem for weather forecasts. The listeners had to evaluate the

quality of the synthesized speech on the following 5-point scale: excellent (5), good (4),

average (3), poor (2), bad (1).

The content of the test sentences was matched to the weather forecast application. We

chose 10 random sentences from a weather report. The weather report originated from one of

the web sites included in the database collection. Thus, the style of the sentences was close to

the speech corpus, but the chosen sentences were not included in the corpus. A listener had

to evaluate 40 sentences (10 natural, 10 generated by the formant synthesizer, 10 generated

by the diphone-triphone synthesizer, and 10 generated by the corpus-based synthesizer) in a

pseudo-random order.

The test was carried out via the Internet using a web-interface. This allowed the

participation of a large number of test subjects. The average age of the 248 listeners was

22.9 years. Most of them were students. The results from 185 males and 36 females were

evaluated, while 27 listeners were excluded because we judged their results as inconsistent.

At the beginning of the test, the testers had to listen to an additional 11th weather report

sentence in four versions. This allowed the listeners to familiarize themselves with the

different speech qualities. Each sentence was played only once to reduce the length of the

test. According to the listener responses to our questionnaire, most of them carried out the

test in a quiet room using average quality equipment.

We excluded testers from further evaluations who gave an ’average (3)’ or worse score

to natural speech samples at least twice. We supposed that these excluded testers were either

guessing, or had difficulty with the playback. According to our preliminary tests, the playback

function did not work continuously for large speech files in case of slow Internet connections.

Therefore we have converted all speech samples to 22k H z and compressed them with a

32kbps variable bit rate MPEG1-LIII encoder. We did an informal evaluation with high

quality headphones and found no quality difference between the encoded and the original

speech samples.
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Fig. 1. Mean opinion scores obtained for the different TTS systems. The confidence (α = 0.05)

took values between 0.02 and 0.03.

Table 2. Relation of the MOS values to the number of real concatenation points in a sentence

synthesized by the corpus-based system.

sentence number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

MOS (corpus-based) 4.75 4.28 4.16 3.56 3.59 3.85 4.29 3.63 3.75 3.30

number of concatenation points 3 4 4 6 9 10 12 14 15 24

number of words 10 11 8 7 10 12 9 15 25 22

number of concatenated words 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2

The resulting Mean Opinion Scores (MOS), summarized in Figure 1, show a major quality

difference between the different synthesizers. The corpus-based synthesizer outperformed the

diphone-triphone concatenation system by 1.3 points, which indicates that we may expect

higher user acceptance and more widespread use of the corpus-based system.

We have explored the correlation between perceived quality and the number of real

concatenation points in a synthesized sentence. We define the real concatenation point

as a point separating two speech segments in the synthesized sentence that were not

continuous in the speech database. Table 2 shows the sentences ordered by the number of

concatenation points. The best MOS was achieved by the sentence containing the least, i.e.

3 concatenation points. The worst quality was achieved by the sentence containing the most,

i.e. 24 concatenation points. The speech quality, however, does not depend consistently on the

number of concatenation points. The 7th sentence, for instance, has the second best quality

but contains more (12) concatenation points than most of the sentences. The correlation

between the MOS scores and the number of concatenation points is −0, 68. Table 2 also

shows, that there was only one sentence where it was necessary to use speech sounds as

units.
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6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have described our ongoing work on a corpus-based unit selection TTS

system for Hungarian. We have built an experimental application for synthesizing restricted

domain weather forecasts. The quality of the system was evaluated using a subjective

listening test. 10 sentences from a weather forecast were synthesized by the corpus-based

unit selection system. The sentences were also synthesized by two unrestricted domain

TTS systems using non-unit-selection based diphone/triphone concatenation and formant

synthesis. The new system outperformed the diphone/triphone concatenation by 1.3 MOS

points, and the formant synthesis by 2.7 MOS points. The quality of the experimental TTS

system showed a greater variance depending on the input sentence than the other two systems.

Some correlation was found between the number of concatenation points in a sentence and

its quality. We expect to further improve the quality by introducing fundamental frequency

smoothing. Our future plan is to improve the prosody model and the unit selection algorithm

to be able to extend the system to general unrestricted TTS synthesis.
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